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1. INTRODUCTION

to a phishing webpage and users’ data can be stolen.

URL shortening services provide short URLs instead of long
target URLs. These services redirect a shortly shortened URL to a
target URL. As the usage of shortened URLs is convenient,
shortened URLs have become common. However, most of
shortened URLs are not relative to their target URLs, so shortened
URLs are abused for phishing attack. Phishing is a social
engineering technique to steal users’ privacy data or financial
account credentials.

Avoiding abusing of shortened URLs for phishing, bit.ly provides
several site domains of shortened URLs like on.fb.me, 1.usa.gov
and matches target URLs to the proper site domain. In addition,
E.Vishria et al proposed a patent of creating shortened URLs
using contents of its webpage[5], and S.L.Hancock’s patent uses
shortcodes instead of geographic identifiers, URL addresses and
etc. in the embedded system[6].

In this paper we propose SHRT, a new method of URL shortening.
SHRT inserts a relative word of a target URL into its shortened
URL. SHRT’s shortened URLs have relativeness of the target
URL, so SHRT’s shortened URLs are less likely to be used for
phishing.

SHRT is a new method of creating shortened URLs. We got an
idea from a writing system of Arabic. Though the writing system
of Arabic has no vowel characters, Arabs understand their writing
without any problems. We expect that people can guess a site
name when even it has no vowels.

3. SHRT

2. RELATED WORK

3.1 Creating method

2.1 Shortened URL

First, extract a site name of a target URL. The site name is the
lowest of domains of URL, so it excludes protocol, host, SLD,
TLD, path and etc.. Then, make a relative word of a target URL.
You can make the relative word from the site name of target URL
by dropping vowels, numbers and hyphen. For instance, the target
URL is ‘http://www.korea.ac.kr/do/Index.do’, then its site name is
‘korea’. Its relative word is ‘kr’. Vowels of ‘korea’ are omitted.
When the site name has not any consonant, then we can apply
additional rules to creating the relative word. 1

A shortened URL is a short URL which is redirected to a target
URL. Users click a shortened URL, then its service site redirects
to its target URL[1][2]. A shortened URL is composed of a
service site and a unique number. The unique number is base 64,
and its characters are 0~9, a~z, and A~Z. As example, in a
shortened URL ‘shrt.name/PeOH0f’, ‘shrt.name’ is a service site
and ‘PeOH0f’ is a unique number.

And check the registration of the relative word. If it is registered
on a shortened URL service, then check the registration of the
target URL. If the target URL is registered, print a SHRT URL
registered. If the relative word is not registered or the target URL
is not registered, then count the number of URLs including
relative word. These URLs are registered on the shortened URL
service. After counting, make a unique number including the
relative word and the counting number. For example, a relative
word ‘kr’ is registered 4 times, then next unique number consists
of ‘kr’ and ‘4’. In this paper, the index of counting starts from 0.
If we set that creating unique number rule is ‘the relative word’ +
‘_’ + ‘the count’, then the unique number is ‘kr_4’ for example.

Figure 1. The phishing attack using a shortened URL

2.2 Pishing attack using a shortened URL

SHRT inserts a relative word into a SHRT’s shortened URL. Then,
the target URL ‘http://www.korea.ac.kr/do/Index.do’ has a
SHRT’s shortened URL ‘shrt.name/kr_4’.

Users cannot guess target URLs, because a shortened URL is not
relative to its target URL. As Figure 1, an attacker abuses
Shortened URLs’ weakness for phishing[3][4]. The attacker sends
a message with a shortened URL. In most cases, the message says
that its shortened URL is for a legit webpage. Users who get the
message click it, estimating the legit webpage. But it is redirected

We
give
another
example
of
shortening.
After
‘http://www.korea.ac.kr/do/Index.do’ was registered, if a new
URL ‘http://cist.korea.ac.kr/about/abouts1_01.asp’ is requested to
be shortened, then the new URL has same relative word ‘kr’ of
previous target URL, but its count is 5. So, the new target URL
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‘http://www.korea.ac.kr/do/Index.do’ has a SHRT’s shortened
URL ‘shrt.name/kr_5’. Though they have same relative word,
they have distinct shortened URLs.

SHRT and a hash index module. The hash index module inserts a
hash for searching DB into a shortened URL’s unique number.
We gathered 100 sites from ‘randomwebsite.com’ for measuring a
length of ‘SHRT’’s URLs. The result shows that an average
length of ‘SHRT’’s unique numbers is 10.0 characters. We tested
14 URL shortening services, and found an average length of
unique numbers of other shortened URLs is 6.2 characters.

3.2 Safety from phishing
SHRT is the method for anti-phishing. For anti-phishing, the
possibility of having same relative word must be low. We
consider two aspects. One is the possibility of duplication of a
relative word theoretically. The other is the case that both of
phishing sites and target sites have same relative word.

Though the average length of ‘SHRT’’s unique numbers is longer
than it of others, users just memorize 3 characters for recalling a
SHRT’s shortened URL. If users already have known a target
site’s domain, then they can guess a relative word. So, for
memorizing the SHRT’s shortened URL, it costs only 3 characters.

The possibility of duplication of a relative word is the case of the
relative word from all possible site names. All possible site names
are about
. The case of the certain relative word
depends on the length of the relative word. The number of
possible site names of the certain relative word is
∑
. n is the length of the relative word. The
highest possibility of collision of the relative word is
, when the length of the relative word is 2 characters. And
the weighted average possibility of collision is
.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new method of creating shortened
URLs, SHRT. It gives users a hint to guess a target URL. We are
sure it is safe from phishing attack, because the shortened URL of
a phishing site looks different from the shortened URL of a target
site. Even though SHRT’s URLs is longer than other shortened
URLs, memorizing SHRT’s URLs is easier.

To show the other case that both of phishing sites and target sites
have same relative word, we utilized 100 phishing sites from
phishtank(phishtank.com). Phishtank is a free community site
where anyone can submit, verify, track and share phishing data.
100 phishing sites were reported at May 10th, we dropped
phishing sites with an IP address instead of a domain. We
compared the relative word of target sites and it of phishing sites.
The result shows that there is no phishing site which has the
relative word of target site. Even some phishing sites confuse
users with domains like ‘http://www.facebook.com.facebookcom-profile-0001564835456.tk’. SHRT extracts the site name
‘facebook-com-profile-0001564835456’ and converts it to a
relative word ‘fcbkcmprfl’ which is distinct from a relative word
‘fcbk’ of ‘facebook.com’, so SHRT prevents tricks of domains.

In the future, we will try to prove usability of SHRT. We plan to
design an experiment in Online Social Network. If users of SHRT
perceive that SHRT’s URLs can help users easy to guess target
URLs, SHRT will be proved to be useful.
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